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Introduction: 

The reflective Letter to My Younger Self content series is an opportunity to explore personal growth, life experiences, and 
the values that shape us into the individuals we become. In alignment with Phi Delta Theta’s Cardinal Principles of 
Friendship, Sound Learning, Rectitude, and additional brand principles of adaptive leadership, fulfilled potential, and 
lifelong engagement, this series aims to provide meaningful insights and inspiration through personal reflection. Each 
letter will be a heartfelt message from the present self to the younger self, reflecting on life lessons and the journey 
towards becoming the greatest version of yourself.  

The letter can be to yourself as a freshman, a Phikeia, your first day as chapter president, recruitment experience, etc. 
Any moment in time you want to write to during your collegiate or alumni experience. 

These six areas are provided as guiding themes to inspire reflection rather than as obligations to cover in every letter. 
Feel free to select the themes that resonate most with your personal journey and use them as a springboard for your 
message. Your letter should reflect your unique experiences and insights, and you are not required to address all these 
themes in each letter. Use them as tools to help you delve into your past and offer valuable advice to your younger self. 

1. Friendship 

How did your early friendships shape your college experience and character development? 
What advice would you give your younger self about making and maintaining meaningful friendships? 
What aspects of friendships should your younger self worry less about to embrace the college experience fully? 

2. Sound Learning 

Reflect on the pivotal moments in your academic journey during college. How did they influence your commitment to 
Sound Learning? 

How did your approach to education evolve during your college years, and what would you tell your younger self about 
learning effectively? 

What academic stresses or pressures should your younger self think less about to enjoy a well-rounded college 
experience? 

3. Rectitude 

Share stories of ethical challenges you faced during college and how you navigated them. What ethical advice would you 
offer your younger self?
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How did Phi Delta Theta’s commitment to Rectitude impact your decision-making in college? 
What worries should your younger self overcome to live a more authentic college life? 

4. Adaptive Leadership 

Discuss your experiences as a leader during your college journey. What lessons did both successes and failures teach 
you? 

How did you adapt your leadership style during college, and what would you advise your younger self about leadership? 
What leadership pressures or insecurities should your younger self think less about to lead more effectively on campus? 
What trait would you encourage your younger self to invest in that you didn’t develop till years later? (resilience, grit, 

flexibility, etc.) 

5. Fulfilled Potential 

Reflect on moments during college when you doubted your potential. How did you overcome those doubts, and what 
advice would you give your younger self about realizing their full potential? 

What college experiences and decisions contributed most to your personal and professional growth? 
What worries about potential and achievements should your younger self shed to fully embrace their college journey? 

6. Life-long Engagement 

How have you continued to engage with Phi Delta Theta’s principles and values after leaving college? 
Share anecdotes about how your college experiences with Phi Delta Theta influenced your commitment to lifelong 

growth. 
What steps can others take to maintain lifelong engagement with their values and personal development? 

Conclusion 

The reflective Letter to My Younger Self content series offers an intimate look into the lives and personal growth of 
individuals who have embraced Phi Delta Theta’s principles during their college years and throughout life. Through these 
heartfelt letters, readers will be inspired to reflect on their own journeys, foster meaningful relationships, commit to 
lifelong learning, uphold Rectitude, practice adaptive leadership, strive for fulfilled potential, and engage internally with 
the values of Phi Delta Theta in their daily life or current college experiences. This series aims to create a sense of 
community, a way to give back while getting in return (reflection), and inspire those who seek to lead purposeful lives 
that align with Phi Delta Theta’s principles. 
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